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He had them. Had them. So sweet, to feel them in his pack, to know they were his and that they fit, that 

they would work. Would not go to waste, would be the start of the new. He had dreams of the new. 

Dreams of how they would think and talk and smile and laugh, how they would catch the stars in their 

hands and know the truth of all things but feel no fear. They would eat but not kill, live but not die, birth 

but not fuck. And the parts he had, these eyes and their thoughts, were the start. 

He stood in the dark place (in his mind, dark meant safe), up to his waist in the wet. The wet and the 

cold kept his bad parts numb, kept his mind sharp and on what must be done. 

They had told him not to cut. For years they had told him he could not cut, to cut is bad, to cut is 

wrong. The thing that clung to him now with its bone hands and its cries of want were the why of this 

rule. He could not cut things that felt. 

It wept, its claw caught on his arm. It had no “why” in its head, not now. He had all of its whys and 

hows and whats, or the paths that held those things in place, all safe in his pack. She it, it, IT would need 

them no more. 

He did this so he could build. So he could birth. But to birth, he must cut. Things that must are not bad. 

And he must birth. 

It wept on him, cried at him, cried some want with no name. He had its names, too, safe in his pack. He 

could tell it to leave, but it would not know his words. So he took its neck in his hand and flung it away 

from him, off into its own dark. 

It wailed as it flew, struck dry ground, and then it ran off into the black, to cut or to build or to birth its 

own. He did not care. 

He had to start the great work. 
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In the dream, Ian was wet and cold, up to his waist in scummy water. There was no way he could know 

it for certain in the total, retina-stretching darkness, but he did know the clothes clinging to his body were 

his undersized gym shorts and an oversize tee, sopping with the filth that surrounded him. Though he 

didn't notice the odd detail until later, he was barefoot. 

The chill seized his toes, his thighs, his balls, and rippled up his body until it worked itself out in the 

chattering of his teeth. 

He could do nothing but stand perfectly still. Any movement, any breath, even the shivers dragged the 

ice-cold water claw-like across his skin. 

There was no telling how long Ian might have stood there indefinitely, freezing, barefoot, clad in the 

single most embarrassing ensemble in his short life, had the world not suddenly begun lurching slowly 

forward, the water rushing around his ankles as it sped ahead of him, his arms wheeling, 

overcompensating. 

Ian plunged back-first into the frigid liquid, fighting back his desperation Don't swallow, don't breathe, 

GET OUT OF THERE and there was light, weirdly enough, rippling distantly, buzzing with a sickly 
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fluorescence into a gloom that before had been uninterrupted, down at the bottom of the ramp, and the 

only out was to sprint for it with everything he had. 

The world – this dark, encapsulated world without contiguity with anything beyond, this black, wet 

place that he knew with a deep dread had no outside – was bending, twisting on itself, the gravity pulling 

at him from the wrong way. He wasn't swimming, he was plummeting forward, which was suddenly 

down1, and swimming became sliding became falling. He struck the new bottom, and there was a wide 

rusty pipe beneath his feet. 

The light gave him a point of reference as he flailed to the surface and found he could stand on the pipe 

and be only knee-deep in water. The world was still moving. Somewhere in the back of his head, logic, 

that old killjoy, told him that the ongoing tilt would drive the water ahead of him, and that if he didn't 

hurry he would again be out of his depth and careening down a water slide. 

He ran, whipping the water aside with each laborious stride, eyes set on the light... 

… and he was, somehow, running up the pipe rather than down it, against all physics and what his 

body was telling him about whatever gravity was doing, and before he should have been, he was within 

the light, throwing himself desperately into it. 

The surface on which he lay was smooth metal, the light soft incandescence from some unseen source. 

The grinding and sloshing of the rest of the nightmare's geography seemed to be occurring just out of 

frame, Ian thought, for dart his gaze around as he might, he couldn't see the rusty pipe, the filthy locker 

room water. Instead, there was a white mattress with pillows and blankets and stuffed animals, a 

kindergartener's table and chair, those surfaces both spread with construction paper and crayons. 

“Oh,” Ian said when he saw the shadow sitting in the other chair. It wasn't moving, yet was 

unmistakably alive. It had the curious feature of being unnoticeable when you didn't look at it. “I... I...” 

“Help,” it whispered, the pitch of its voice somewhere out of Ian's range of hearing. It wasn't his ears 

catching the words, but a squirming, shrieking point somewhere in his brain, a point the words scraped 

against like a dentist's tool against enamel. “It's cold in this place.” 

“I've heard that before,” Ian said. 

“Help.” 

He wanted to recoil, but that would put him back in the drink. As he involuntarily took a step backward 

the ground shuddered as if the clutch of the entire world wasn't pushed in far enough and somebody 

wasn't giving it enough gas. 

“I can't draw people,” the shadow complained, and Ian's head jerked as the hypersound of the words 

skittered across the inside of his head. 

Ian approached the table and looked down at the papers scattered across it. The drawings were a 

garbled collection of crayon shades. The hell of it, Ian thought, was the nagging feeling that if he stared at 

them long enough he might uncover whatever meaning their creator was driving at. It was one of those 

cases – did it have a word? Some language probably had one for it – where you knew what you were 

talking about but couldn't express it. 

Then he was looking into its face. The only features were blue eyes, fixed immovably in the 

nebulousness of the face, staring only at him. 

“My little darling. Time to wake up.” 

 

                                                           
1 His thoughts, randomly: “The enemy's gate is down.” 


